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From: Victoria Sum 
Sent: Friday, 4 March 2022 11:54 AM 
To: cssc@parliament.qld.gov.au 
Subject: Re: Public Health and Other Legislation (Extension of Expiring Provisions ) Amendment Bill 2022 

Dear Committee  Secretary, 

In   regard  to  this  2nd   proposal   for  the  extension  of  the  State  of  Emergency  (SOE),   I   wish   to  present  my  s
trong  objection   with  very  obvious    reasons    briefly    listed    as   follows:- 

1. This   “
State  of  Emergency”   has   been  declared   up  till  now  for  over  2  years.   It  is   so  obvious   that    the
word   “EMERGENCY”  or   ‘URGENCY’     cannot   apply    any   longer.   Any  prolonged   extension    could   o
nly    lead    to     gross   abuse  of  power    and    overreach   by    the   state   politicians,    and   leaving   the
m   unaccountable   for   whatever  unjustified  action  they  would  impose     without    any     proper    publi
c   consultation   or  legal   procedure     in  the  first  place.

2. State-wide   grievances   after  the  lockdowns   and  mandates.   Smaller  businesses   suffer  the   most
;    while   people  lose  their  jobs    because    of   the   vaccine   mandates   for    being   denied   their  own  f
reedom  of  choice.   The  much  higher   mental   problem   of   depression    and     suicides     especially   aff
ecting     the    younger   generation    who   suffer   mostly       out    of   constant    fear    of   the  future,    an
d   their    financial   future   with    extra   hardship    in   particular.

3. The  supposed  cure  >    Vaccine,  an  experimental   kind,    has   been  proven,  both  here  and  abroad,   far
worse  than  the  disease   itself.      The adverse  side  effects

,   the   awful   injuries    or   deaths    have   been   recorded  worldwide   -   those   unfortunate    victims     w
ere    known  for    not   being   attended   to  properly
,    or   even    to   be    cruelly  silenced   instead.     They   cannot   claim   any   compensation   because    of
the  government’s     generous   approval   of  immunity   to  those  BIG  pharmaceuticals.    That   means    al

l sufferers    have  to   suffer   the  man-caused   misery   on  their   own.
4. Just   recently,    in  the   United   Kingdom,  being  the  head  of  the  Commonwealth  countries,     the  Prime

Minister  has  taken  the  very  first  wise   move     to  dismantle   all   mandates   and  restrictions   that  hav
e  been   proven    very   harmful  instead  of  helpful  to   the   whole   country.

To  stop  the   prolonged  sufferings   of  people,   to  regain   the   trust   in  the  government,   it  is  sincerely   hoped 
 that   all   the  honourable   panellists    would,   with    your    high    wisdom   and  judgement 
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,     reject    this   proposal    to    any   more      unjustifiable   extension  of   state  of  emergency,  on  behalf  of   ALL  
Queenslanders.   
 
 
Yours   truly 
 
 
 
Victoria  SUM 
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